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Abstract. Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) is capable of producing a chitin-binding protein believed to be functionally important to 
bacteria during the stationary phase of its growth cycle. In this paper, the chitin-binding domain 3 protein HD73_3189 from B. 
thuringiensis has been analyzed by computer technology. Primary and secondary structural analyses demonstrated that 
HD73_3189 is negatively charged and contains several α-helices, aperiodical coils and β-strands. Domain and motif analyses 
revealed that HD73_3189 contains a signal peptide, an N-terminal chitin binding 3 domains, two copies of a fibronectin-like 
domain 3 and a C-terminal carbohydrate binding domain classified as CBM_5_12. Moreover, analysis predicted the protein’s 
associated localization site to be the cell wall. Ligand site prediction determined that amino acid residues GLU-312, TRP-334, 
ILE-341 and VAL-382 exposed on the surface of the target protein exhibit polar interactions with the substrate. 
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1. Background 

Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) is a Gram-positive protein, whose mother cells can produce insecticidal 
crystal proteins during the stationary phase of the growth cycle and release it in the decline phase. 
These proteins can efficiently terminate specific insects, and thus control certain insect species [1]. 
The insecticidal mechanism of Bt has been studied worldwide [2, 3]. To improve its pest control 
capacity, it is of great significance to comprehensively understand the insecticidal action mode of Bt. 

Chitin is the second most abundant natural biopolymer, which belongs to a group of water-insoluble 
biopolysaccharides composed of β-1, 4-linked GlcNAc units. Chitin presents in crustaceans, fungal 
cell walls, protozoa, algae, nematodes and other simple organisms, and can be degraded by chitinases 
[4, 5]. Chitin is not only an important component of the insect cuticle, but also an important 
componenet of insect peritrophic matrices (PM). A PM is a membrane structure inside the insect 
midgut, which can separate the gut contents from the epithelial cells of the insect midgut and thus 
protect the insect from damage caused by viruses, bacteria and other organisms [6-8]. Chitin plays an 
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important physiological role in the protection of insects which makes it the target for insect 
termination mechanisms. Chitin binding proteins (CBP) are a group of proteins that interact highly 
specifically with chitin, which is widely found in animals, plants and micro-organisms. CBP is 
believed to be an important functional protein for bacteria. 

Computer technology used for the sequence analysis and characterization of proteins has been 
widely used in recent years. The use of computational tools can provide information about a variety of 
structural and physicochemical properties of proteins. The analytical results of computational tools are 
extremely reliable, which can help us better understand the structure-function relationship of proteins 
and substrate-protein interactions.  

2. Methods and materials 

DNA and the amino acid sequence of the chitin-binding domain 3 protein HD73_3189 were 
obtained from the NCBI database, CDS: YP_007422288.1. The Conserved Domain Database (CDD) 
[9] of NCBI’s Protein Database was used to perform conserved domain analysis of the target protein. 
Physico-chemical parameters of the protein sequence (amino-acid and atomic compositions, 
isoelectric point, etc.) were analyzed by the Protparam tool of ExPaSY [10]. The presence and location 
of signal peptide cleavage sites in the target amino acid sequences were predicted by SignalP 4.1 
server [11]. PSORTb 3.0 [12] was used to predict the subcellular localization (SCL) of the protein. 
Secondary structure analysis of the query protein was performed by PSIPRED [13] and Phyre2 Server 
[14]. The 3D model of the target protein was predicted and automatically generated by SWISS Model, 
which was compared to available homologous proteins of the target protein in PDB by using the 
visualization tool of Swiss-PdbViewer [15, 16].  

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Primary and secondary structure analysis 

Primary sequences analyses of the target protein have shown that the chitin-binding domain 3 
protein HD73_3189 contains 455 amino acids, and has a molecular weight of 49783.6 Daltons and an 
isoelectric point (pI) of 6.22, while the total number of negatively (Asp+Glu) and positively (Arg+Lys) 
charged residues are 46 and 42, respectively. Results determined that protein HD73_3189 is a 
negatively charged protein. Secondary structure analysis was performed by various servers, and the 
protein was shown to contain several α-helices, aperiodical coils and β-strands; the predicted 
percentage of β-strands was higher than α-helices, as shown in Figure 1.  

3.2. Domain and motif analysis 

The SignalP 4.1 software predicted that the 40 amino acids located at the N-terminus of the deduced 
amino acid sequence demonstrated typical attributes of a signal peptide with a maximum cleavage site 
probability (C-score 0.574) between Ala-40 and His-41 on the target protein. Phyre2 server analysis of 
the amino acid sequence of the target protein suggested the presence of a transmembrane topology 
region (Thr-32 through Pro-47) in the protein. Furthermore, the 1-25 Signal peptide at the N-terminal 
of the protein is located in the extracellular matrix, and the C-terminal of the protein is located in the  
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Fig. 1. Secondary structural analysis of protein HD73_3189. 

Fig. 2. Transmembrane topology prediction of protein HD73_3189. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Conserved domain analysis of protein HD73_3189. 

 
cytoplasm, as shown in Figure 2. PSORTb 3.0 also predicted the presence of the signal peptide in the 
protein, which moreover predicted the protein’s associated localization site in the cell wall.  

Conserved domain and motif analyses predicted the presence of four domains in the protein: an 
N-terminal chitin_binding_3 domain (CBD_3, His-41 through Asn-208), two copies of a 
fibronectin-like domain 3 (FN3, Pro-220 through Thr-304, Pro-314 through Thr-402), and a 
C-terminal carbohydrate binding domain (Tyr-409 through Pro-443) classified as CBM_5_12, as 
shown in Figure 3. The chitin_binding_3 domain is associated with a wide variety of cellulose binding 
domains. Chitin_binding_3 domain is a specific chitin binding domain, with a chitin binding function. 
The CBM_5_12 domain is found in various glycosyl hydrolase enzymes, and is presumed to have a 
carbohydrate binding function. This domain consists of six aromatic groups that may be important to 
the binding process. The presence of a CBM_5_12 domain and a Chitin_binding_3 domain may assist 
the target protein to bind with some functional structure that is composed of chitin or polysaccharides. 
The FN 3 domain is one of three types of internal repeats found in the plasma protein fibronectin. Its 
tenth fibronectin type III repeat contains an RGD cell recognition sequence in a flexible loop between 
two strands. Approximately 2% of all animal proteins contain the FN3 repeat; including extracellular 
and intracellular proteins, membrane spanning cytokine receptors, and adhesion molecules; FN3-like 
domains are also found in bacterial glycosyl hydrolases. Its presence in the protein HD73_3189 
demonstrates that this protein may have a similar function to bacterial glycosyl hydrolases. 
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These results suggest that protein HD73_3189 may be inserted in the cell membrane, and spans into 
the extracellular matrix. Furthermore, it is located in the cell wall near the two chitin binding domains 
(CBM_5_12 and CBD_3). 

3.3. Molecular homology modeling and ligand site prediction 

The amino acid sequence of the target protein was submitted to the online server SwissModel to 
search for templates and build a model. Then, the template with maximum sequence identity and a 
minimal e-value was chosen. The most reliable 3D model of the target protein built by ProMod 
Version 3.70 was chosen based on its QMEAN4 value, GRE, RMSD, and the Errat quality factor 
estimated by Swiss-PdbViewer tools. The template selected for the N-Terminal domain of protein 
HD73_3189 is 2BEM (Seq Identity 56.02%, the CBP21 from Serratia marcescens), and the template 
selected for th C-Terminal domain is 1ed7.1 (Sequence Identity: 35.7%, the chitin binding domain of  
bacillus cirsuilans WL-12 chitinase). 

 

 
Fig. 4. Templates and molecular homology model: 1A) N-Terminal domain of protein HD73_3189 generated by SwissModel; 
1B) CBP21 (2BEM) downloaded from PDB; 2A) the first fibronectin-like domain 3 of protein HD73_3189 generated by 
SwissModel; 2C: Template (2dju.1) downloaded from PDB; 2B) the second fibronectin-like domain 3 of protein HD73_3189 
as generated by SwissModel; 3A) C-Terminal domain of protein HD73_3189 generated by SwissModel; 3B) template 
(1ed7.1) downloaded from PDB. 
 

  
Fig. 5. Molecular homology model of protein 
HD73_3189 generated by 3Dligandsite. 

Fig. 6. Structural view of binding site prediction; 
the residues in blue are predicted components of 
the binding site. 
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The template selected for the FN3 domain is 2dju.1 (Sequence Identity: 32.14%, the FN3 domain of 
human receptor-type tyrosine-protein phosphatase F). The 3D models of the four domains are shown 
in Figure 4; the 3D model of the target protein is shown in Figure 5. The CBP21 (2BEM) from 
Serratia marcescens has been studied extensively, and has been shown to bind to the insoluble 
crystalline substrate and strongly promote the hydrolysis of crystalline chitin by chitinases [17]. It can 
be seen in Figure 4 that the structure of protein HD73_3189 (1A) and the structure of CBP21 (2BEM) 
from Serratia marcescens (1B) demonstrate a high similarity; they can therefore be speculated that 
protein HD73_3189 may demonstrate functional similarities to CBP21.  

The binding site prediction of the target protein was performed by the 3Dligandsite server. The 
prediction determined that the binding site of the protein is GLU-312, TRP-334, ILE-341 and 
VAL-382, as shown in Figure 6. Multiple sequence alignments have shown that these residues are 
highly conserved as the active sites among chitin binding proteins. Some CBPs such as CBP24, 
CBP50 from Bacillus thuringiensis also contains these binding sites [18, 19]. 

Some studies have shown that CBP acts as an important functional protein in bacteria with a variety 
of physiological and biochemical functions. Dong Liu [20] and Muhammad Aamer Mehmood [21] 
found that CBP inhibited the spore germination of certain species of fungi. A chitin binding protein 
from Bacillus thuringiensis HD-1 has shown that this chitin binding protein is expressed in the spore 
mother cell and interacts with Cry1Ac to potentiate its insecticidal activity and facilitate the 
propagation of the bacillus strain in the environment by inhibiting the growth of certain fungi [22]. 
However, the 3D structure of this chitin binding protein is uncertain. According to the result of the 
multiple sequence alignment of protein HD73_3189, the HD-1 chitin binding protein previously 
described was found to share a Sequence Identity of 100% with protein HD73_3189. The structure of 
protein HD73_3189 may be similar to the structure of the HD-1 chitin binding protein, and may have 
some similar characteristics and properties. Although the biological function of protein HD73_3189 is 
not yet verified, the findings in this study can help us better understand the proteins structure and 
provide a theoretical basis for future study. Presumptively, it could bind with some functional 
structures that are composed of chitin or polysaccharides to potentiate insecticidal activity. The 
HD73_3189 gene could be a potential candidate for mutation to develop a new way to potentiate the 
insecticidal activity of Bt. 
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